IF AN ASSOCIATE acting upon the instructions of a supervising lawyer does something unethical or sanctionable, does California law provide a defense for the associate? If the associate refuses to perform the proposed unethical conduct, should the associate bring the matter to the attention of the law firm or the State Bar? Should the associate inform the client? If the associate resigns or is fired, does he or she have a claim against the firm? California’s rules of professional conduct and a recent case offer insight into these questions.

The California Rules of Professional Conduct apply to members of the State Bar of California. The rules define a “lawyer” as a person who is admitted to practice law before any federal or state court and an “associate” as an employee who is employed as a lawyer. Thus, all lawyers who practice law in California are subject to the Rules of Professional Conduct, whether licensed in this state or not. Any attorney, including a new associate member of a firm, is bound by the rules of professional conduct.

Additionally, if the California Rules of Professional Conduct are silent on a particular issue, the American Bar Association’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct can provide guidance. Although they are not legally binding in California, the ABA’s rules have been cited in California decisions to justify decisions involving the conduct of California lawyers.

Under the California Rules of Professional Conduct, a supervising lawyer has the duty not to ask the associate to commit an offense that would be a violation of the rules. Therefore, the partner may not ask an associate to lie or to file frivolous pleadings. Indeed, a supervising lawyer has an affirmative duty to ensure that an associate performs legal services with competence. For this to be achieved, the rules require the associate to apply the diligence, learning, skill, and mental, emotional, and physical ability reasonably necessary for the performance of duties. The rules also authorize a law firm to hire a lawyer who possesses...
The Nuremberg defense was also rejected, and suspensions ordered, in the case of Matter of Maloney & Virsik, in which a partner and associate worked to structure a phony election in connection with an Indian tribe and to misappropriate the tribe’s bank accounts.

Mexico case litigated under the ABA Model Rules, a supervising lawyer would have been sanctioned for an associate’s misconduct except there was no evidence before the State Bar as to the level of the supervising lawyer’s actual supervision.11

Although the California Rules of Professional Conduct apply equally to partners and associates, and a partner may be liable for an associate’s ethical violations, an associate is not liable for a partner’s ethical violations, as an agent is not vicariously responsible for the acts of the principal to which the agent has no right of control.12 In sum, the rules apply to “members” and “lawyers” and provide no exception for associates who are merely following the directions of a partner.13

Jay v. Mahaffey

In Jay v. Mahaffey,14 the California Court of Appeal recently addressed the defense of an associate that she was “just following orders.” The plaintiff sued a lawyer for malicious prosecution. The claim was based on threatening letters and e-mail messages and a resulting cross-complaint against 12 members of a limited partnership. The names of the law firm partner and the associate appeared on documents served in connection with one of the cross-complaints against the limited partners.

The 12 partners were ultimately dismissed from the suit, but the supervising lawyer attempted to condition the dismissal upon their cooperation in a derivative action, a finder’s fee, a buyout of their interests, and disclosure of the personal financial information of the limited partners. Under the California Rules of Professional Conduct, however, a lawyer may not undertake the representation of a client if he or she knows or should know that the objective of the employment is to bring an action, conduct a defense, or assert a position in litigation for the purpose of harassing or maliciously injuring a person.15 Indeed, if an associate makes this determination, the rules require the associate to withdraw from representation.16

In response to being sued, the associate took the position that she was given specific direction by the supervising lawyer regarding all assignments, including all writing assign-

ments, all contact with clients, and all interactions with opposing counsel. The associate claimed that she was not responsible for the strategy or direction of any case while she worked for the firm, that the supervising lawyer directed the associate’s writing assignments, and that the associate would sign documents in the partner’s name but did not file or serve any document without its first being reviewed by the partner.17

The court of appeal specifically rejected the claim that the associate could work on part of the case and disclaim responsibility for other parts, especially when the associate signed questionable pleadings and fielded telephone calls to explain the position taken by her supervising lawyer. The court held that every lawyer is required to comply with the rules of professional conduct, notwithstanding the fact the lawyer may be acting at the direction of someone else.18 The court was not without some sympathy to the younger associate, stating:

We recognize that an associate attorney is not in the same position as an attorney associating into a case. There is a clear imbalance of power between an often younger associate and an older partner or supervisor, and situations may arise where an associate is put into a difficult position by questioning a more experienced attorney’s choices.19

Notwithstanding that difficult position, the court held to the principle that an associate has ethical duties that are not reduced or eliminated because a superior has directed a course of action.20 This rejection of what may be called the Nuremberg defense is found in the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct21 and the Restatement of the Law (3d) of the Law Governing Lawyers.22

Attorneys have been held liable for associating into cases containing frivolous claims.23 The Nuremberg defense was also rejected, and suspensions ordered, in the case of Matter of Maloney & Virsik,24 in which a partner and associate worked to structure a phony election in connection with an Indian tribe and to misappropriate the tribe’s bank accounts. The partner was in charge of the litigation and the associate was relatively inex-

erable.24
MCLE Test No. 236
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1. Out-of-state lawyers who practice pro hac vice are not governed by the California Rules of Professional Conduct.
   - True.
   - False.

2. Certified paralegals are governed by the Rules of Professional Conduct.
   - True.
   - False.

3. California lawyers who participate in unethical conduct outside of California may be held ethically responsible in California.
   - True.
   - False.

4. In-house lawyers are not governed by the Rules of Professional Conduct.
   - True.
   - False.

5. An ethics violation must be willful.
   - True.
   - False.

6. If an associate determines that he or she is doing something unethical or sanctionable, the associate’s first step should be to consult his or her supervising lawyer.
   - True.
   - False.

7. An associate may undertake to represent a client when the associate knows or should know that the object of the representation is to harass the opposing side without probable cause.
   - True.
   - False.

8. The Model Rules of Professional Conduct of the American Bar Association are legally binding upon lawyers in California.
   - True.
   - False.

9. A supervising lawyer does not commit an ethical violation if the lawyer asks an associate to do something unethical, so long as the supervising lawyer does not commit the act.
   - True.
   - False.

10. A supervising lawyer does not commit an ethical violation if the lawyer is aware of the unethical conduct of an associate and takes no action.
    - True.
    - False.

11. All lawyers at a firm who know of an associate’s unethical conduct and take no action commit an ethical violation.
    - True.
    - False.

12. A supervising lawyer who is aware of an associate’s unethical conduct in advance of the conduct but exercises no control over the associate commits an ethical violation.
    - True.
    - False.

13. A supervising lawyer commits an ethical violation if the supervising lawyer ascertains that an associate is doing something unethical and consents to the action.
    - True.
    - False.

14. If an associate resigns from a law firm rather than take part in an ethical violation:
    A. The associate is required to advise the State Bar of the ethical violation.
    B. The associate is not required to advise the State Bar of the ethical violation.
    C. The associate is required to advise the State Bar only of a serious ethical violation.

15. If an associate resigns from a law firm rather than take part in an ethical violation:
    A. The associate is required to advise the client of the ethical violation.
    B. The associate is not required to advise the client of the ethical violation.
    C. The associate is required to advise the client only of a serious ethical violation.

16. An associate who resigns from a law firm rather than commit an ethical violation is not generally entitled to damages from the law firm.
    - True.
    - False.

17. If an associate resigns from a law firm rather than commit an ethical violation, the firm may give a client a false reason for the associate’s leaving the firm.
    - True.
    - False.

18. The duties of a law firm that terminates an associate as a result of his or her reporting an ethical violation are not covered in the California Rules of Professional Conduct.
    - True.
    - False.

19. A lawyer who follows the orders of a client to encumber the client’s real property with phony deeds of trust as part of an asset protection plan has committed an ethical violation.
    - True.
    - False.

20. The so-called Nuremberg defense is available to in-house lawyers.
    - True.
    - False.
Blow the Whistle?

The next question is whether the associate must inform the client. Every California lawyer has a duty to inform the client about significant developments in the client’s matter. According to a Los Angeles County Bar ethics opinion, a course of conduct that impairs the client’s interest must be thoroughly disclosed to the client notwithstanding an objection by the partnership. California Practice Guide: Professional Responsibility agrees that advising the client may be necessary to preserve the client’s interests in the case of severe ethical violations by the partner.

Nevertheless, no one likes a whistle blower. An associate who brings ethical violations to the attention of his or her law firm and does not obtain a reasonable resolution should probably resign. The associate who does not resign may be fired instead and should not expect to claim retaliatory discharge.

A law firm may ask a departing associate working on a matter to stay for a short time to transition the case to qualified lawyers in the firm. However, the rules specifically instruct lawyers that quitting the representation of a client should be done as gracefully as possible so as not to prejudice the client. In other words, simply because there has been an ethical violation does not give a departing associate carte blanche to implement a scorched-earth policy against a law firm.

While a firm is not required to compensate a resigning associate for damages, if the law firm creates false reasons for the associate’s termination, those false statements may be actionable. Cases such as Jacobson v. Knepfer & Moga; Wallace v. Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom; and Bohatch v. Butler & Binion also indicate that courts are reluctant to create employment rights that did not exist before. Unless the ethical violations in question violate public policy, courts may refuse to grant an associate a right to sue.

Should the associate report the ethical violation to the State Bar? No direct authority from California sources requires the associate to do so. However, the ABA Model Rules do require that an attorney report the ethical violation of another attorney if the violation raises a substantial question regarding the attorney’s honesty, trustworthiness, or fitness as a lawyer. At least one commentator has opined that reporting a colleague is appropriate if the offense is serious.

According to one author, an associate who is still employed at a firm that he or she reports is engaging in unethical conduct will need to make some practical considerations regarding retaliation or ostracization.

Granted, it is extremely unlikely that in the ordinary course of the practice of law an associate would discover serious ethical misconduct, confront a supervising lawyer, resign, and report the firm to the State Bar. On the other hand, it is not out of the question that an associate may be asked to take part in questionable conduct. The bottom line is that associates are responsible for their actions. The Nuremberg defense simply does not apply in ethical issues.
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